Properties of the Higgs sector of Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM) and existing constraints on its parameters are discussed. Potential of the Photon Linear Collider in testing various Higgs scenarios of 2HDM, including the MSSM, based on the realistic simulations is also presented.
λ 6 = λ 7 = m 2 12 = 0. Hard violation of Z 2 symmetry typically means appearance of quartic terms with λ 6 , λ 7 , while soft violation of Z 2 symmetry (λ 6 , λ 7 = 0) is governed by m 2 12 . Two fields with identical quantum numbers can mix without changing a physical picture. Such mixing is described by a global unitary transformation U(1) x SU(2):
cos θ e iρ/2
sin θ e i(τ −ρ/2) − sin θ e −i(τ −ρ/2) cos θ e −iρ/2 φ 1 φ 2 .
It induces changes in the parameters of potential V and the whole Lagrangian L. Reparametrization transformations (RPaT): λ i → λ ′ i and m 2 ij → (m ′ ) 2 ij , constitute a 3 parametrical group with parameters: ρ, θ, τ (here ρ 0 is not relevant) acting in the 14-dim space of Lagrangians. (The rephasing transformation group (θ = τ = 0) has one parameter only -ρ.) As various Lagrangians are reparametrization invariant there is a reparametrization equivalent 3-dim subspace of Lagrangians. Of course physical observables, like masses, are invariant under the RPaT. A CP violation in the Higgs sector is signalized by the complex parameters of the Lagrangian.
The U(1) QED symmetric vacuum corresponds to the lowest energy than the "charged vacuum"; it can be choosen as
The rephasing of fields can always remove the phase difference ξ → ξ − ρ . 
Γ 1 = ∆ 2 = 0 with diagonal real Γ 2 , ∆ 1 corresponds to so called Model II (MSSM is of this type). We argue that 2HDM (II) with weak CP violation (small mixing angles), soft Z 2 violation and small ν is natural. This means that non-decoupling of heavy Higgs bosons, absent for large ν, is a natural property of 2HDM, in contrast to MSSM.
There are various relations between physical couplings of Higgs bosons to other particles, which can be used to test the model. It is useful to introduce relative couplings χ
In addition there is a pattern relation, which hold for each neutral Higgs particle h i (in particular also for h, H, A in the case of CP conservation):
(5) One can determine tan β = v 2 /v 1 = tan β II via equations which hold in 2HDM (II) for h i and also for h, H, A (except the last one, absent for h, H):
Neutral Higgs bosons couple to photons via loops with all charged particles existing in the theory. For the effective vertex h i γγ the coupling h i H + H − contributes:
For small ν and large
H ± ≈ 1 there may occur large non-decoupling effects due to H ± . Contrary, for large ν ∼ M 2 H ± /v 2 one gets χ
2 Constrainig 2HDM from the leptonic tau decays [2] The CP conserving 2HDM was tested at LEP in: Bjorken process
). Also e + e − → H + H − and a loop process Z * → h/Aγ were used to constrain various couplings and masses. Still, one very light neutral Higgs boson h (with small χ V ) or A may exist with relatively large Yukawa coupling to b, τ . Also precise (g − 2) µ data do not rule out such light Higgs scenario in 2HDM (e.g. for small ν and light A, with χ d ∈ between 40-100). Note, that H ± has to be heavier than 490 GeV, as follows from the analysis of the process b → sγ [3] .
New constraints of 2HDM were obtained from the leptonic tau decays using the '04 world data. In SM these decays proceed at the tree-level via W ± exchange. In 2HDM charged-Higgs-boson can be exchanged at tree-level, in addition. We found that 2HDM loop corrections, involving also neutral Higgs bosons, dominate at large tan β, giving contribution to the branching ratios proportional to
For the beyond SM contributions, defined as
, we derived the 95% C.L. bounds for the electron and muon decay modes:
From this we got upper limits on Yukawa couplings for both light h and light A scenarios (Fig.1,left) . New lower limit on mass of M H ± , which differs significantly from a standard constraint (based on the tree-level H ± exchange only) was obtained ( Fig. 1, right) . We obtained also a upper limit on M H ± : e.g. for tan β=80, M A =100 and M h =20 GeV mass of H ± should be below 700 GeV.
Higgs-bosons production at PLC
Higgs boson can be produced as a resonance at the Photon Linear Collider (PLC) in the collision of two photon beams obtained from the Compton backscattering processes. PLC is an ideal machine for testing properties of neutral Higgs bosons, especially CP parities. Energy and polarization spectrum of photons has to be incorporated in the realistic simulations. The production relies on loop coupling h i γγ, mentioned above. For light Higgs boson the main decay channel is bb, for heavier Higgsesthe WW/ZZ. In MSSM the lightest Higgs boson has a property of that of SM, then, according to the sum rules, H/A decay predominately to b quarks.
Covering the LHC wedge at PLC [4]
The state-of-art analysis of h → bb and A, H → bb bases on realistic photon energy spectra (TESLA-like) and includes effects of the beams crossing angle and primary vertex distribution, as well as the The study for MSSM was performed to check potential of the PLC to cover the LHC wedge, where only one SM-like h can be seen. Four MSSM parameter sets, for tan β = 3 -20 and M A = 200 -350 GeV were considered. Results are shown in Fig. 2 . (E.g. for set I precision is 11 -21% for tanβ = 7 after one year). For M A =300 GeV one can discover MSSM Higgs bosons below tan β = 15 (LHC limit) at PLC, and therefore there is a chance to cover LHC wedge.
3.2 Determination of 2HDM couplings at PLC. Combined LHC, ILC and PLC analysis [5] Measurements at LHC, ILC and PLC are complementary, being sensitive to different Higgs-boson couplings [5, 6] . This is shown in Fig. 3 , left, where the ratios of the cross sections times BR to WW, obtained in the CP conserving 2HDM and SM, are presented as functions of χ H V and χ H u for M H = 250 GeV (M h = 120 GeV, M H + = 800 GeV). Results for 2HDM(II) with weak CP violation via H-A mixing show similar compementarity (Fig.3, right) . Here measurements of mixing phase φ HA and the χ (2) u for LHC, and χ (2) V at ILC and PLC, are presented for h 2 with mass 250 GeV.
Simultaneous fit to the invariant mass distribution for W + W − /ZZ at LHC, ILC and PC was performed with 12 parameters: χ V , χ u , M H , φ HA and 8 parameters describing normalization and PLC luminosity spectra shape, corresponding to following systematic uncertainties: signal normalization at LHC (ILC,PLC): 20%(5,5), background normalization at LHC (ILC,PLC): 10%(5,10), and PLC spectra shape: 10%.
In general case the combined analysis of LHC, ILC and PLC data is needed.
